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2016-2017 volunteers Karen Trop, Lauren Frost, Tyler Stup, and Davis Hovey hold a KNOM Radio banner
under a particularly vivid instance of the Northern lights near Nome. Photo courtesy of Michael Burnett.

Dear Friend of KNOM,

For more than a half century, volunteers
have been coming to Nome for a year or more
of service. The KNOM volunteer program has
evolved, morphed, expanded, and shrunk to
meet the needs of the region and technological advances. KNOM’s commitment to serve the
region with faith, inspiration, news, and education
through radio has remained constant.
Nearly 350 volunteers have spent a year or
more in faithful service at KNOM in Nome. It takes
years afterwards to fully appreciate the volunteer
experience. Lessons learned at KNOM can help in
the most unexpected situations. Volunteers finish their year(s) feeling as though they personally
grew more than they gave, despite long hours of
sometimes-intense work. They often leave with

lifelong friendships and a fresh life perspective.
Some meet their spouses in Nome; a few discern
vocations.
The volunteer fellowship is anchored in
the values of the KNOM Radio Mission: to be a
friend and companion whose respectful service is
based on Catholic ideals. Volunteers give by going. You go through giving. Together, we become
a friendly, helpful voice in Western Alaska.

“Nothing is impossible if we turn
to God in prayer. We can all be
builders of peace.”
— Pope Francis

K NO M: Worsh i p , I nsp i r at i o n, News , and E ducation for Wes tern Alaska

The village of Diomede, Alaska (left), and its St. Jude Catholic Church (right), perched along the cliff face of
Little Diomede Island in the Bering Strait.

Ministry at the Edge of the
World

Nowhere is the need for rural Alaska
broadcasting more evident than in the village of
Diomede, where Nome parish priest Father Tom
Kuffel is visiting as this newsletter goes to press.
Father Tom serves several small, isolated
parishes. Typically, he is the only Catholic priest
within thousands of square miles. When not in
Nome, he travels to villages by truck, small airplane, or even helicopter, to celebrate Mass and
provide sacraments and ministry.
Diomede is a community of 170 people
located along the cliff face of a small island in the
Bering Strait, adjacent to the International Date
Line. While on Diomede, Fr. Tom will celebrate
Mass at Saint Jude Church. Once back in Nome,
his voice will continue to be heard each Sunday
morning: via a radio tuned to KNOM.

iar to Static readers: Nick Hanson of Unalakleet,
otherwise known as the “Eskimo Ninja Warrior”
(as described in our December 2016 issue).
KNOM was also invited to present at the
conference. Volunteer producer Lauren Frost
spoke to the young attendees about the importance of journalism. Behind the scenes, she also
gathered new material for future radio stories
and spots. Trips like these are a special way that
KNOM connects with listeners, both on the air
and face-to-face.

A Youth Summit in Kiana

Last month, a student-led organization in
Kiana (ky-ANN-uh), an Alaska village just north of
the Arctic Circle, hosted a conference intended
to rally Western Alaska youth to be leaders and
positive role models within their communities.
The goal of OPT In Kiana (“One Positive
Thing”) is to do at least one positive action every day. The weekend conference encouraged
participants to do the same. Presentation topics included songwriting, quitting tobacco, and
suicide prevention, and participants relished in
local culture through Alaska Native drumming
and dancing and traditional foods. Among the
presenters was a young man that may be famil-

Nick Hanson, well-known in Alaska for his appearance on TV’s “American Ninja Warrior,” addresses
conference youth from high atop a “warped wall” he
built.

When It’s Springtime in Alaska...
Springtime takes on a very different form in
KNOM country. Severe weather is a fact of life in subArctic Alaska all throughout the year. Blizzards are
possible in May; snow and ice may persist even into
June (and can return as early as August).
At the same time, spring brings rapid change
and transformation to the region. As this newsletter
goes to press, Western Alaska’s listening communities
are gaining 5 to 7 minutes of daylight each day, and
they’re keeping alert for signs of thaw, which can be
gradual or come in starts and stops. “Break-up” in the
Alaskan Bush is different every year.
In this unique season, KNOM is a source of
updated information. Hourly weather forecasts let listeners know whether it is safe to travel; weather alerts
can be early warning signs for dangerous conditions,
like high winds or flood risks; and even something as
simple and incidental as daily sunrise/sunset information is a welcome reminder that summertime, even if
still many weeks away, is on the horizon.

It is always springtime in the heart that
loves God.

An aerial view of Nome, Alaska, and the surrounding countryside; March 2017. Note the
snow-covered, frozen Bering Sea (in the lower
third of the picture); in some years, Nome’s
shore ice does not completely melt until June.

Meet Michael

This spring, KNOM listeners keep company
with a new voice on weekday mornings: a local volunteer who’s providing much-needed help during a
time of transition. Meet Michael Burnett.
Michael began deejaying KNOM’s Late Morning
Show a few months ago, allowing General Manager
Ric Schmidt to move to the early afternoons to fill in
for Program Director Laura Collins, who’s on maternity leave.
As Laura attends to her newborn son and
KNOM prepares for Ric’s retirement in mid-summer,
Michael fills the staffing gap. He keeps listeners company during a popular listening time.

Forgiveness: it saves the expense of
anger, the cost of hatred and the waste
of spirit.

Community deejay Michael Burnett hosts
KNOM’s “Late Morning Show” from Studio A.

In Rural Alaska, “Use What You
Can Find”

Veterinary services are rare in bush Alaska. A
new organization has stepped in to help, making the
best of scarce resources. In the community of Elim,
volunteer producer Lauren Frost caught up with these
“itinerant veterinarians” to document them providing basic pet care services that wouldn’t otherwise be
possible. Their story is the subject of a recent episode
of Story49.
Alaska Rural Veterinary Outreach (ARVO for
short) is only 4 years old. ARVO’s team of veterinarians
fly to remote Alaska villages to take care of whatever
animal needs they can. It was ARVO’s first visit to Elim
and the first time this group of vets worked together.
The crew took residence in the village’s fire hall, the
best space available. The Elim fire hall is only one
room, which meant that the appointment check-in
table was just a few feet from the operating table. In
typical, rural Alaska fashion, they adapted.
One of the most common procedures done
that day was spaying and neutering. Pet overpopulation is a big issue in small Alaska villages, especially
given the popularity of dogs throughout the state. In
this Story49 episode, listeners take a “front row seat”
as the vet narrates a dog spaying procedure. Later,
a vet treats a pet injury using a broken spoon as an
improvised splint. When on assignment in rural Alaska,
the vet explains, “you use what you can find.” It’s a
sentiment familiar to anyone who’s spent time in the
Alaska Bush.
Through your support, incredible snapshots of
rural Alaska like these make it to the airwaves. To hear
this story yourself, visit us anytime at knom.org.
Photos, top to bottom: Elim residents Eileen and
Ashley Moses pose with their cat Scout and their wiggly dogs Olaf and Ginger; ARVO vets prepare a table for
surgery; the Elim Fire Hall.

“Pray. Hope. And don’t worry.”
— Padre Pio

C on ne c t w i t h u s o n social m edia:
Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

